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With a challenging exhibit location directly in front of the loading dock 
doors, Shenkai approached 2020 Exhibits to help them make their presence 
known at the “oil show of shows” the Offshore Technology Conference.. 

2020 Exhibits Solution 

Shenkai is a big, bold presence in the oil and gas industry. Their position 
in the marketplace is solid, amid changing tides. 2020 Exhibits reinforced 
this message through the design and build of a bold, commanding exhibit 
structure which highlighted the firm’s strength with large, sweeping visuals 
and their solid, strong branding and creative elements.

The exhibit design and floor plan is organized to maximize the space 
available, capturing attention and drawing attendees and clients into the 
exhibit environment. To maximize the space available, the design focused 
upon capturing attention and drawing attendees to the space with a large 
back lit back wall structure and accompanying tower structures. A large back-
lit wall structure shone like a beacon, with accompanying tower structures 
providing a stable, strong reinforcement. This lighter, brighter design also 
subtly incorporated walk-in storage and a comfortable, modern seated area 
for face-to-face interaction and discussions. 
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About 2020 Exhibits

Headquartered in Houston, TX, with offices in Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland,

Las Vegas, Toledo and Salt Lake City, 2020 Exhibits provides total trade show

and event management, including the design, fabrication and installation

of trade show exhibits for clients locally, nationally and internationally. With

a laser-sharp focus on the delivery of dynamic interactive experiences to

build brand engagement, 2020 Exhibits proven expertise in the integration

of custom rental exhibits and multi-screen, A/V rich environments helps

global brands drive results. Since 1987, the company’s award-winning team

has worked collaboratively with clients to provide optimum exposure and

offers the total event package of services and support including interactive

technologies; lead retrieval; audio visual and digital multimedia; in-house

production and printing; experiential marketing; event furnishings; graphic

and creative design; brand marketing.


